CALIBRATION SERVICES

GREATER RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

Let our technical expertise work for you

Collins Aerospace offers fixed-base and mobile on-site calibration services for a wide range of test equipment, air data services and physical/dimensional measurement services.

Let us meet your needs with superior customer service as a decades-long, diversified provider to the avionics, telecommunication and space technology industries.

Mobile calibration services

When you choose our mobile CALVAN calibration services, our trained professionals will deliver the highest level of quality and convenience. We can conduct non-intrusive calibration services within our mobile lab, so you can continue to operate your business.

CALVAN features and benefits:

- Efficient and cost-effective
- Minimal equipment downtime
- Reduced administration time
- Minimized transportation costs
- Reduced risk of shipping damage
- On-site, self-contained laboratory
- Annual visits to your area
- Flexible, non-intrusive work schedules and hours
- Calibration traceable to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standards

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Decades-long expertise as a diversified provider to avionics, telecommunication space technology industries
- Mobile and fixed-base calibration services
- Superior customer service
- Calibration traceable to NIST standards
FIXED-BASE CALIBRATION SERVICES

In addition to our mobile services, we offer fixed-base test equipment calibration solutions in our Wichita, Kansas, service center.

Features and benefits

- Quick equipment turnaround
- Avionics simulation for difficult problems
- Air data laboratory
- One-stop service provider for multi-vendor calibration
- Calibration traceable to NIST standards

AIR DATA

Our mobile air data services provide superior, comprehensive air data test equipment calibration using state-of-the-art standards. Our fixed-base or mobile services and customer support can customize your pressure/vacuum calibration services to satisfy your business requirements.

THE RIGHT SOLUTION

Our experienced technicians have extensive knowledge of third-party equipment types, ensuring that we have the right solution for your needs.

Contact us to learn more about our calibration services, or to schedule a service that restores your units to optimal operating condition and calibration requirements.